Results of February 2015 CCC Forum Competition, “Entryways”
Sandy Hodge – “Into the Light”
This is a very well “seen” image. There’s a sense of mystery to the statue hidden deep
within the ancient temple, and that makes a great subject.
Technically, the image is well exposed and the depth of field is sufficient to keep both the
entryway and the statue in focus.
What all this leads up to is that you have a good image to work with. If you look at the
before/after images below, you can see what I’ve done to enhance the image using
Lightroom and Photoshop.
1. I darkened the entryway and lightened the statue with the goal of helping to better
draw the eye into the image. As you know, the eye tends to be drawn to lighter
parts of the image and to pass over the darker areas. By darkening the outside and
brightening the inside, I was able to enhance this effect.
2. I further darkened the brighter parts of the entryway and removed the white sign
on the right. All of these light components tended to distract the eye and keep it
from moving to the interior.
3. Using the Lens Corrections function in LR, I straightened the columns on the side
of the entryway so they were perfectly vertical. I then used the Transform > Warp
tool in Photoshop to make the top and bottom of the entryway horizontal.
4. I then cropped the image to center the statue. (This is one of the cases where the
center of interest should be in the center of the image.)
Please note that the “after” image has lost lots of quality because I had only a small
JPEG to work with.
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Stan Kaslusky – “On the Church Steps in Southern France”
This is a very well seen and executed image. The exposure is perfect, as is the focus and
depth of field (dof). Also, the composition is excellent, with the point of interest, the
woman, in the perfect position (at a “hot spot” and looking into the image).

My only criticism is that, while the steps of the church obviously lead to an entryway,
that entryway is only implied, and that makes its fit in a competition about “entryways”
somewhat marginal.
Toni Zappone – “Gateway to Heaven”
Appealing image, with good exposure and composition, but when I blew it up in
Photoshop it looked a bit soft. (Could have partly been due to the low-rez JPEG.)
To make this image more competitive in a competition about entryways, I would zoom in
a bit, eliminating some of the components that nicely frame the mausoleum but detract
from its being a photo of an entryway. (See the “after” version below.) I also lightened
the most attractive part of this image, the ornate blue doors, to draw the eye to them.
The bald sky behind the building is also a major distraction, so eliminating that would
also enhance the image.
Note: In looking at the first re-cropped image below, I think I’d crop in even more,
eliminating everything surrounding the building, as in second re-cropped version.
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Gene Runion – “Behind This Door”
Beautiful door and wall surrounding it. Well executed and processed. However, I think
the image would be more interesting if it had been more ajar. The sky and tree just visible
in the crack above the door is intriguing, so showing more of this, if possible, would have
added to the interest. (I know—the door was probably locked!)

Rick Stillings –“Swannanoa”
Very well seen and executed. Great lighting and dof, and the decision to convert to B &
W is a good one. Image draws the eye into itself beautifully.
Only two criticisms: For a shot like this, it’s important to provide the viewer with
something interesting at the end of the journey. I was puzzling over how you might have
dealt with this aspect when my wife came up with a possible solution: Why not try
leaving the opening at the far end of the image in color?
The other criticism is that while the texture and detail in the stone archways are beautiful,
they might be a bit too strong to allow free passage of the eye through the image.

Ken Porter – “Unknown Past”
Beautifully executed image, with good lighting, exposure, detail, dof, and cropping.
The image might be more intriguing, more “mysterious,” if the inner door weren’t open
so far. Since there’s nothing of interest inside the building, then you need to use the door
as the point of interest, and that could have been enhanced by allowing the viewer to see

more of it and less of the black emptiness. Go back, move the inner door to about a 45
degree angle, and shoot it again.

David Katz – “Front Courtyard, Mallorca”
Well seen image, with good lighting, good exposure, sharp focus, and good dof. The
stone walls frame the entryway nicely, and the gates provide another element of interest.
The only problem is that there is little of interest once you get past the gates. There are
many elements there, but none of them are especially interesting, and none predominate.

Alda Vidrich – “Woodland Entrance”
Very interesting image. Well lit, well exposed, well cropped—technically perfect. And I
love how you created a vignette around the point of interest. The only thing missing is
something of interest inside the cavity. It may be asking too much to wait for an occupant
to make its appearance, but perhaps there was an acorn nearby that you could have added
just where the dark shadow begins. Even better, find a small bone or a feather and add it
to that same position.

Robert Fehnel – “Vikings Are Coming”
Very well taken and processed. Despite the harsh midday sun, you were able to tone
down the contrast well, enabling the texture of the building to stand out.
The only problem is that it says “cool building” rather than “entryway.”

Judy Edwards – “Scottsville Doorknob”
Very interesting take on the subject. Composition, dof, lighting, and color rendition are
all excellent. The reflection in the knob is especially intriguing, and therein lies the only
criticism: The reflection draws most of the attention and yet doesn’t contribute to the
“entryway” aspect of the subject. In fact, the reflection makes the viewer more interested
in the street scene than the fact that you’re looking at an entryway.

Deborah Kellams –“Old Building”
Appealing subject, very nicely composed, and the conversion to B&W may have been a
good one. (Can’t tell without seeing the color version.) However, when making a B&W
image, it’s almost always important to preserve or create a wide range of tones. This
photo gets partway there, with the true black of the interior of the building, but the rest of
the image is just various shades of gray, and therefore too flat.
I’ve re-processed this image using Nik’s Silver Efex Pro, enhancing the brighter tones
and increasing the overall contrast. (Note: Since I was working on a small JPEG, much
has been lost in the processing, and the contrast might be too bold.)
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Conclusion
The three images that I found most interesting and most in keeping with the theme are
Sandy’s “Into the Light,” Rick’s “Swannanoa,” and Deborah’s “Old Building.” If
Sandy’s image had been processed as seen in the “after” version, I may have designated
her as the winner of the competition. However, given that processing is at least as
important as capturing the image, I will give the honors to Rick.

